A LONG WAY FROM CHICAGO
and A YEAR DOWN YONDER
by Richard Peck

Introduction
Young readers who live in age-segregated suburbs need the wisdom, and the
wit, of elders. After all, this is a young generation who no longer even have
to write thank-you notes for gifts from grandparents. They rob themselves
of their own histories and are once again at the mercy of each other.
But stories are better than that. They champion the individual, not the mass
movement. They mix up the generations. They provide a continuity growing
hard to come by. And laughter. Best of all, laughter.
Every summer from 1929-1935, in A Long Way from Chicago, Joey Dowdel
and his younger sister, Mary Alice, are sent to spend a week with their
grandmother in her small Illinois town located halfway between Chicago and
St. Louis. Not even the big city crimes of Chicago offer as much excitement
as Grandma Dowdel when she outwits the banker, sets illegal fish traps,
catches the town's poker playing business men in their underwear, and saves
the town from the terror of the Cowgill boys. Now an old man, Joe Dowdel
remembers these seven summers and the "larger than life" woman who outsmarted the law and used blackmail to help those in need.
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Commentary by Richard Peck
Grandma Dowdel and I
Once in a while in a long writing career, one character rises off the page and
takes on special life. So it happened with Grandma Dowdel in A Long Way
from Chicago and again in A Year Down Yonder. Meant to be larger than
life, she became all too lifelike. The letters came in at once: "Was she YOUR
grandmother", they ask? Did my own grandmother fire off both barrels of a
shotgun in her own front room? Did she pour warm glue on the head of a
hapless Halloweener? Did she spike the punch at a DAR tea? Well, no.
Writers aren't given much credit for creativity.
Yet writing is the quest for roots, and I draw on my earliest memories of
visiting my grandmother in a little town cut by the tracks of the Wabash
Railroad. It was, in fact, Cerro Gordo, Illinois. I use that town in my stories,
though I never name it, wanting readers to think of small towns they know.
The house in the stories is certainly my grandma's, with the snowball bushes
crowding the bay window and the fly strip heavy with corpses hanging down
over the oilcloth kitchen table, and the path back to the privy.
I even borrow my grandmother's physical presence. My grandmother was six
feet tall with a fine crown of thick white hair, and she wore aprons the size
of Alaska. But she wasn't Grandma Dowdel. When you're a writer, you can
give yourself the grandma you wished you had.
Perhaps she's popular with readers because she isn't an old lady at all.
Maybe she's a teenager in disguise. After all, she believes the rules are for
other people. She always wants her own way. And her best friend and worst
enemy is the same person [Mrs. Wilcox]. Sounds like adolescence to me, and
even more like puberty.
But whoever she is, she's an individual. Young readers need stories of rugged
individualism because most of them live in a world completely ruled by peergroup conformity.

Discussion Questions
1. Describe Joey and Mary Alice's relationship with Grandma Dowdel.
Discuss why their parents thought it so important that they get to
know their Grandma. What kind of mother do you think Grandma
Dowdel was to Joey and Mary Alice's father? Joey says that Grandma
frightens his mother-Grandma's daughter-in-law. What
characteristics of Grandma make her so frightening?
2. Joe Dowdel is an adult sharing his memories of Grandma Dowdel. He
says, "Are all my memories true? Every word, and growing truer
with the years." (p. 1) What does Joe mean when he says, "growing
truer with years?" What kind of relationship do you think Joe Dowdel
has with his grandchildren? Discuss whether the summers spent with
Grandma Dowdel might have shaped the kind of grandfather he
became.
3. Why does Mary Alice say, "I don't think Grandma's a very good
influence on us"? (p. 61) How is she a good influence on her
grandchildren? Ask the students to debate whether Grandma is a "bad
influence" or a "good role model."
4. Grandma Dowdel never seems to shows affection. How do you know
that she loves her grandchildren?
5. Why does Grandma Dowdel display the body of Shotgun Cheatham in
her parlor? Discuss what Grandma means when she says, "A rumor is
sometimes truth on the trail." (p. 115)
6. During their visit in 1931, Joey and Mary Alice realize that Grandma
Dowdel runs illegal fish traps. Why is it important to have hunting and
fishing laws? What department in state government is responsible for
monitoring such laws? They vow never to tell their dad about this.
Discuss what other things Joey and Mary Alice discover about
Grandma that they are likely to keep to themselves. Why does Sheriff
Dickerson call Grandma a "one-woman crime-wave"? (p. 57)

7. One of Grandma's weapons is blackmail. Discuss the numerous times in
the novel that she uses blackmail to help people. What does the
phrase "larger than life" mean? How does this fit Grandma?
8. During which summer do you think Joey and Mary Alice learn the true
character of Grandma?
9. Joey says, "As the years went by, we'd seem to see a different
woman every summer." (p.1) Discuss whether it's Grandma that
changes, or Joey and Mary Alice.

Lesson Plans
Language Arts
•

•

•

In the summer of 1930, Mary Alice brings her jump rope to Grandma's
house and occupies herself by jumping rope to rhymes. Ask students
to use books in the library or the Internet to locate popular jump rope
rhymes. Then have them create a jump rope rhyme about Grandma.
The reader sees Grandma Dowdel through Joey Dowdel's eyes.
Discuss how a reader's impression of a character is shaped by pointof-view. Ask students to select another character in the novel (i.e.
Effie Wilcox, Mr. Cowgill, Sheriff Dickerson, Vandalia Eubanks, or
Junior Stubbs) and write a description of Grandma through that
person's eyes.
A reporter from the "big city" of Peoria comes to Grandma Dowdel's
house to cover the death of Shotgun Cheatham. He streaks out of the
house when Grandma fires a shotgun at the coffin. Write a newspaper
story that describes this entire incident. Give the story an
appropriate headline.

Social Studies
•

•

Joey and Mary Alice visit Grandma Dowdel each summer from 1929 to
1935. Make a timeline of national events that occurred during this
time span. Then have each student select one of the events to
research in detail. How did the events of the nation during this time
affect life in Grandma Dowdel's small Illinois town?
John Dillinger was killed in July of 1934. Why was he considered
Public Enemy Number One? Why was he called "Robin Hood?" People
all over the nation took great interest in his death. Have students use
books in the library or the Internet to find out the details of his
shooting. Then have them conduct a radio news program about his
death. Include interviews with eyewitnesses.

Science
•

Joey and Mary Alice's father belongs to a conservation club. Ask
students to find out the various conservation clubs and societies in
their state and the nation. Have students contact a local club and ask
about volunteer projects, or how to recreate a local ecosystem.

Math
•

Few people could afford cars in 1929, but the banker in Grandma
Dowdel's town, L.J. Weidenbach, drives a Hupmobile. Find out the cost
and the special features of a 1929 Hupmobile. Make a plan for
financing the car for a three-year period. Determine an appropriate
interest rate, and calculate the total cost including interest. What are
the monthly payments?

Art
•

In the summer of 1934, Joey and Mary Alice search through trunks in
Grandma's attic to find items for the church rummage sale. Why are
they surprised when they discover valentines? Think about Grandma's
personality and her relationship with her grandchildren. Then make a
valentine that Grandma might send to Joey and Mary Alice.

Find more teaching guides and tips at: http://us.penguingroup.com/youngreaders.

